DOLPHIN DISCOVERY

The dolphin trip is a hour and half trip with a qualified skipper, leaving daily from Portimão Marina on three RIB boats with capacity for twelve people each. Visiting the west part of the Algarvian coastline and appreciating the spectacular panoramic view. In deep waters the skipper will search for these beautiful and curious creatures who seem to like the company of the boats and normally reward with a exciting welcome.

This trip is not recommended for children of 3 years or under. Life jackets and wind breakers will be provided.

Operating Day(s)

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

From 2020-06-22 to 2020-10-31

phone: +351 289 810 100
fax: +351 289 810 109
email: rotatur@rotatur.pt
Web: www.rotatur.pt/tours